Changing the MarvelClient Working Directory

By default, panagenda MarvelClient uses the %localappdata% directory, which is either C:\Users\%USERNAME%\AppData\Local\panagenda\marvel or C:\Documents and Settings\%USERNAME%\Local Settings\Application Data\panagenda\marvel in Windows.

If desired to be in a different location, the MarvelClient working directory can be changed by adding "MC_WorkingDirectory=%notes_data%\mc" (or adjusting it to any other desired location) to notes.ini.

It is advisable to make sure that the working directory is already specified properly in notes.ini PRIOR to client startup as opposed to dynamically changing it via the configuration database - in the latter case, MarvelClient would first start logging into the previous Working directory and then switch to the new/changed directory, which may create confusion (and "half" log.xml files uploaded into the Analyze database).